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Enlightenment justifies evil in an exploration of
Mormonism’s dark underbelly

Unblinkingly capturing the brutality of religion through stories of hate, murder
and crime; Bash is an exploitation of evils encountered by four individuals from
a Mormon background. A man, rationalising the murder of his infant daughter; a
description of the fatal beating of a gay man in a public toilet; the story of a
13-year-old girl’s affair with her teacher and her descent into disturbing violence:
this visceral series of monologues and duologues pulls back the curtain on the
power of religion in rationalising horrific deeds.

In just 30 minutes, the SSTC’s interpretation of Neil LaBute’s critically acclaimed
play packs every pithy ounce of evil into an exploration of the everyday violence
within a superficially peaceful community. BASH is an unrelenting and intense
trio of surreal tragedies.

SSTC’s cast members have collective experience of performing in more than 30
stage productions, ranging from classical Greek tragedy (Euripides’s Hecuba), to
contemporary playwrights. This production is one of the darkest performances in
the SSTC’s long list of achievements.

‘a group to keep an eye on’ TheNewCurrent.co.uk
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Sevenoaks School Theatre Company

Bash
by Neil LaBute
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ten word blurb

Underneath the fabric of everyday humdrum existence hides pure, violent
evil.
twenty word blurb

Underneath the fabric of everyday humdrum existence hides pure, violent
evil. Three stories of ancient Greek origin explore modern America’s
Mormons.
fringe programme 40-word blurb

Underneath the fabric of everyday humdrum existence hides pure, violent
evil. Three stories of ancient Greek origin explore violence and evil in modern
America’s Mormons. Surreal, twisted and hilarious, Neil LaBute’s play
crosses all lines.
fringe web blurb

The essence of violence is difficult to catch. It’s present in every subdued
breath, every word unsaid, every feeling unreciprocated. Extreme violence
slithers deep down, and inverts every idol, every moral ‘truth’. In three
stories, Neil LaBute sucks out the darkness and terror from the human soul,
and breathes it onto the Latter-Day Saints of the Mormon community which
he was part of. Performed in an intimate, in-the-round theatre in the centre
of Edinburgh, the depths of human depravity will be staged.
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